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Abstract: Civil engineers deal with constructing differing types of structures with guaranteeing safety, sturdiness and utility. 

Currently days “earthquake “is a natural tragedy that affects the structures with their safety and utility. The quantity of harm that 

earthquake will cause to structures is rely upon sort of building, sort of soil, Technology used for earthquake resistance, and last 

however not the smallest amount Location of building. Effects of earthquake area unit mostly counting on sort of soil within 

which foundation of building is finished as a result of earthquake changes the motion of ground that results the failure foundation. 

Therefore it's vital to check the behavior of various soils at the time of construction of structures. Earthquake will be resisted by 

varied technologies utilized in building, one amongst these area unit shear wall. It improves the structural performance of building 

subjected to lateral forces because of earthquake excitation. Much analysis comes area unit afoot worldwide for development of 

effective ways for estimating unstable demands for performance-based engineering of buildings. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Earthquake causes totally different completely different shaking intensities at different locations and therefore the injury 

elicited in buildings at these locations are additionally different. AN Earthquake is Earth’s shaking or in alternative words  

unleash of energy because of the movement of tectonic plates. This could be damaging enough to kill thousands of 

individuals and produce Brobdingnagian economic loss. This natural disaster has several adverse effects on earth like ground 

shaking, landslides; rock falls from cliffs, state change, fire, tidal wave etc. Buildings are extremely stricken by AN 

earthquake and in some cases they're shattered right down to the bottom level. Once the bottom shaking happens to lower 

place the building’s foundations they vibrate in an identical manner thereupon of the encompassing ground. The inertia force 

of a structure will develop cutting impact thereon that successively causes stress concentration on the connections in structure 

and on the delicate walls. This ends up in partial or full failure of structure. The thrill and prevalence of shaking depends on 

the orientation of the building. High rise structures have the tendency to enlarge the magnitude of while periodic motions 

once examination to the smaller one. Each construction contains a resonant prevalence that is the characteristics of structure. 

During this quickly increasing and developing world, new structures are being created at a high rate and during this situation 

it's important to investigate, estimate and value them before being created within the field. Our analysis focuses on the 

analysis numerous of varied of assorted} buildings below static loading and conjointly below the impact of lateral forces 

that's considering seismic forces in various Zones. Earthquake engineering plays a very important role in today's 

infrastructure style method. AN earthquake might need a really low risk of incidence in some region, however the likelihood 

shouldn't be neglected once a structure is made, as a result of albeit there's one shock because of Earthquake within the 

buildings life it is a risk to the resident of the building. because the construction of multi-storied has augmented within the 

recent years and therefore the variety of occupants during a building has being increasing, Structural designers are given a lot 

of importance to Earthquake elicited loads[seismic loads] for coming up with a building in conjunction with taking into 

thought the Dead, Live and Wind loads[static loads]. Varied researchers have worked on the seismic response of various 

structures concerning the influence of motion length. Disasters are sudden occurrences that have unfavorably affected 

humans because the advent of our survival. In response to such occurrences, there are challenges to mitigate. Expertise in 

past earthquakes has incontestable that a lot of common buildings and typical strategies of construction lack basic resistance 

to earthquake forces. In most cases this resistance is achieved by following easy, cheap principles of fine building 

construction apply. Adherence to those easy rules won't forestall all injury in moderate or giant earthquakes however life 

threatening collapses ought to be prevented.  

II.  RESPONSE TO SEISMIC EFFECTS 

 

Since the last number of decades, tall buildings area unit gaining quality around the metropolitan areas because of their economic 

benefits likewise as property considerations. Earthquake causes shaking of the ground. So a building resting on it will experience 

motion at its base. 

 

Masonary buildings: 

 Ground vibrations throughout earthquakes cause inertia forces at locations of mass within the building. These forces 

travel through the roof and walls to the inspiration. the most stress is on guaranteeing that these forces reach the bottom while not 

inflicting major harm or collapse. Of the 3 parts of a masonry building (roof, wall and foundation), the walls area unit most liable 

to harm caused by horizontal forces thanks to earthquake. A wall topples down simply if pushed horizontally at the highest in an 
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exceedingly direction perpendicular to its plane (termed weak direction), however offers a lot of bigger resistance if pushed on its 

length (termed sturdy direction) 

 

 

                                 
 

Figure 1: Masonary Building Response To Seismic Waves 

 

 

 Interaction of Soil Structure: 

 The goal of the soil structure interaction is to see the earthquake’s reaction of structure supported earthquakes reaction of 

free field. The format of soil structure interaction analysis is basements’ motion no heritable mistreatment the very fact 

concerning structure, soil foundation, earthquake excitation given while not structures. The opposite format is soil structure 

interaction forces that are crucial to calculate the power of soil foundation to resist earthquake. A vital space of seismic 

engineering is soil structure interaction within which the reaction of the soil impacts the structure’s motion and therefore the 

structure’s motion impacts the reaction of the soil. This method has Associate in nursing adjuvant impact on reaction of 

earthquake of structures. Style codes counsel that soil structure interaction effects will be neglected for earthquake analysis. 

 

Impact of Size and Layout of Buildings: 

               In tall buildings with massive height-to base size magnitude relation, the horizontal movement of the floors throughout 

ground shaking is massive. in brief however terribly long buildings, the damaging effects  throughout earthquake shaking area 

unit several. And, in buildings with massive set up space like warehouses, the horizontal seismic forces will be excessive to be 

carried by columns and walls. In general, buildings with straightforward pure mathematics in set up have performed well 

throughout study earthquakes. Often, the set up is easy; however the columns/walls aren't equally distributed in set up. Buildings 

with such options tend to twist throughout earthquake shaking. 

 

Twisting of Buildings: 

                Buildings too area unit like these rope swings; simply that they're inverted swings. The vertical walls and columns area 

unit just like the ropes, and therefore the floor is just like the cradle. Buildings vibrate back and forth throughout earthquakes. 

Buildings with over one structure area unit like rope swings with over one cradle. If the mass on the ground of a building is 

additional on one aspect (for instance, one aspect of a building might have a storage or a library), then that aspect of the building 

moves additional underground movement. These building moves specified its floors displace horizontally likewise as rotate. In 

buildings with unequal structural members (i.e., frames and/or walls) conjointly the floors twist a few vertical axis and displace 

horizontally.  Likewise, buildings, that have walls solely on 2 sides (or one side) and versatile frames on the opposite, twist once 

jolted at the bottom level. 
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Figure 2: Twisting Due To Earthquake 

 

Design Strategy for Beams: 

                 In RC buildings, the vertical and horizontal members (i.e., the columns and beams) area unit designed integrally with 

one another. Thus, beneath the action of masses, they act along as a frame transferring forces from one to a different. Beams in 

RC buildings have 2 sets of steel reinforcement, namely, long straight bars (called longitudinal bars) placed on its length and 

closed loops of tiny diameter steel bars (called stirrups) placed vertically at regular intervals on its full length. Beams sustain 2 

basic varieties of failures: 

 

Flexural (or Bending) Failure:  
                 Because the beam sags underneath redoubled loading, it will fail in 2 doable ways that. If comparatively additional 

steel is gift on the strain face, concrete crushes in compression; this is often a brittle failure and is so undesirable. If comparatively 

less steel is gift on the tension face, the steel yields initial (it keeps elongating however doesn't snap, as steel has ability to stretch 

massive amounts before it snaps; and redistribution happens within the beam till eventually the concrete crushes in compression; 

this is often a ductile failure and therefore is fascinating. Thus, more steel on tension face isn't essentially fascinating. The ductile 

failure is characterized with several vertical cracks ranging from the stretched beam face and going towards its mid-depth. 

 

Shear Failure:  
                 A beam could in addition fail due to cutting action. A shear crack is inclined at 45° to the horizontal; it develops at 

mid-depth close to the support and grows towards the very best and bottom faces. closed-loop system stirrups unit provided to 

avoid such cutting action. Shear harm happens once the realm of these stirrups is meager. Shear failure is brittle, and thus, shear 

failure ought to be avoided among the planning of RC beams. 

 

Design Strategy for Columns: 

The Indian customary IS13920-1993 prescribes following details for earthquake-resistant columns: 

                 (a) Closely spaced ties should be provided at the 2 ends of the column over a length not but larger dimension of the 

column, sixth the column height or 450mm. 

                 (b) Over the gap per item (a) higher than and below a beam column junction, the vertical spacing of ties in columns 

shouldn't exceed D/4 for wherever D is that the smallest dimension of the column (e.g., in an exceedingly rectangular column, D 

is that the length of the little side). This spacing needn't be but 75mm nor over 100mm. At alternative locations, ties square 

measure spaced as per calculations however no more than D/2. 

                (c) The length of tie on the far side the 135° bends should be a minimum of ten times diameter of steel bar wont to 

create the closed tie; this extension on the far side the bend shouldn't be but 75mm. 

 

  
 

Figure 3: Shear Failure of Column 
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III. SEISMIC ZONES OF INDIA 
 

Based on the past unstable history, Bureau of Indian Standards classified the country into four unstable zones specifically Zone-II, 

Zone-III, Zone-IV and Zone-V. Of these four zones, Zone-V is that the most unstable active region whereas Zone-II is that the 

least. 

 

Zone-V covers entire northeastern Asian country, some components of Jammu and Kashmir, some components of Ladakh, 

Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Rann of tannin in Gujarat, some components of North state and Andaman & Nicobar Islands. 

 

Zone-IV covers remaining components of Jammu & Kashmir, Ladakh and Himachal Pradesh, Union Territory of city, Sikkim, 

northern components of Uttar Pradesh, state and state, components of Gujarat and little parts of geographical region close to the 

West Coast and Rajasthan. 

 

Zone-III includes of Kerala, Goa, Lakshadweep islands, and remaining components of Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat and state, 

components of geographic area, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, geographical region, Odisha, 

Andhra Pradesh, Madras and province. 

 

Zone-II covers remaining components of the country. 

 

Above seismic zones affect the building standard of structures. The construction has to be done as per the zones reacting to 

seismic effects. Behavior of structures vary according to zones. Various standards are suggested for construction. 

1.  IS 1893 (Part 1): 2002 'Criteria for Earthquake Resistant Design of Structures : Part 1 General provisions and Buildings' 

2. IS 1893 (Part 4): 2005 'Criteria for Earthquake Resistant Design of Structures : Part 4 Industrial Structures Including 

Stack Like Structures' 

3. IS 4326:1993 Earthquake Resistant Design and Construction of Buildings - Code of Practice 

4. IS 13827:1993 Improving Earthquake Resistance of Earthen Buildings - Guidelines 

5. IS 13828:1993 Improving Earthquake Resistance of Low Strength Masonry Buildings - Guidelines 

6. IS 13920:1993 Ductile Detailing of Reinforced Concrete Structures Subjected to Seismic Forces - Code of Practice 

7. IS 13935:1993 Repair and Seismic Strengthening of Buildings – Guidelines 

 

III. ANALYSIS RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

For design of suitable building analyze various zones and construct accordingly to ensure safety of structure and lives of peoples. 

Reference of I.S. code is necessary. 

 

III.1. Applications for Structural Analysis  

Seismic analysis of structures can be done by any of the following methods-  

 Equivalent static analysis  

 Response spectrum analysis  

 Linear dynamic analysis  

 Nonlinear static analysis  

 Nonlinear dynamic analysis  

 

Some commonly used methods: 

 

1 Linear Dynamic Analysis 

Static procedures area unit applicable once higher mode effects don't seem to be vital. This can be typically true for brief, regular 

buildings. In the linear dynamic procedure, the building is modeled as a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) system with a linear 

elastic stiffness matrix and constant viscous damping matrix. 

2 Nonlinear Static Analysis 

In general, linear procedures are applicable once the structure is predicted to stay nearly elastic for the extent of ground motion or 

once the look leads to nearly uniform distribution of nonlinear response throughout the structure. Because the performance 

objective of the structure implies bigger dead demands, the uncertainty with linear procedures will increase to some extent that 

needs a high level of conservativism in demand assumptions and satisfactoriness criteria to avoid accidental performance. 

Therefore, procedures incorporating dead analysis will scale back the uncertainty and conservativism. 

3 Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis 
Nonlinear dynamic analysis utilizes the combination of ground motion records with a detailed structural model, therefore is 

capable of producing results with relatively low uncertainty. In this method of linear dynamic analysis, the structure is analysed as 

a multiple degree of freedom system with viscous damping matrix and elastic stiffness matrix. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 

1. Earthquake is of great concern within the construction field. There are a unit some terribly complicated style procedures that 

area unit vital. Using completely different analysis ways terribly massive and sophisticated buildings may be modelled. 

2. The vibration of tall buildings with symmetrical or asymmetrical configuration is simulated for each harmonic loadings and 

real earthquake loadings. The mass asymmetrical tall building suffers a lot of damages than the corresponding symmetrical 

buildings. It shows that the asymmetrical building is a smaller amount unstable resistant than a symmetrical building throughout 

Associate in Nursing earthquake. 

3. Usage of EIMS for earthquakes 

1. Loss estimates give public and personal sector agencies with a basis for coming up with, zoning, building codes and 

development rules, and policy that might cut back the chance posed  by violent ground shaking and ground failure. 

2. Loss estimates can even be accustomed assess the cost-effectiveness of different approaches to strengthening probably 

venturesome structures. 

3. Getting ready to reply, understanding the scope and complexness of earthquake injury is important to effective preparation. 

EIMS will forecast injury to buildings, casualties and disruption of utilities. 

4. The performance is affected by Geometry of structure, type of material, ductility parameters, loading types and zones of 

earthquake. 

5.  To make our structure safe against seismic loading, we have to increase the percentage of steel. 
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